BUSINESS CHALLENGE

The JetPatch integration for Tenable allows Security and IT teams to simplify the remediation process and offer customers a comprehensive vulnerability management solution. Given the sheer volume of vulnerabilities, it is paramount for customers to be able to execute effective remediation utilizing Tenable’s vulnerability insights with recommendations from JetPatch.

SOLUTION

The combined solution minimizes the attack surface by automatically executing vulnerability remediation according to Tenable’s analysis, eliminating manual efforts and human errors, while accelerating the time to remediation. Using predictive analytics and automation, JetPatch is able to maximize patch cycle success on every attempt, optimize operations and save costs.

VALUE

The joint solution enables customers to easily execute remediation plans according to Tenable’s vulnerability results. These vulnerabilities are patched automatically with minimal effort and maximum efficiency, achieving higher security while driving cost-savings and operational best-practice.

FEATURES

- Pass Tenable assets’ data directly into the JetPatch database
- Correlate data from to ensure cyber hygiene and validation
- Automatically execute remediation based on Tenable’s output
- Constantly update and maintain data integrity and assets’ security

TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS

- JetPatch is fully integrated, out-of-the-box, with Tenable.sc.

KEY BENEFITS

- Eliminate manual efforts and human errors between Tenable’s vulnerability insights and the remediation tool.
- Automate the process between Security and IT teams.
- Minimize risk exposure and attack surface by shortening time-to-remediation.
- Maximize Tenable impact by executing more patches than ever before
ABOUT TENABLE
Tenable®, Inc. is the Cyber Exposure company. More than 30,000 organizations around the globe rely on Tenable to understand and reduce cyber risk. As the creator of Nessus®, Tenable extended its expertise in vulnerabilities to deliver the world’s first platform to see and secure any digital asset on any computing platform. Tenable customers include more than 50 percent of the Fortune 500, more than 30 percent of the Global 2000 and large government agencies. Learn more at www.tenable.com

ABOUT JETPATCH
JetPatch automates patch remediation to help enterprises proactively eliminate security flaws and achieve continuous compliance and fast time to remediation powered by machine learning and data driven actionable insights. Learn more at www.jetpatch.com © JetPatch, 2021. All rights reserved.

HOW IT WORKS
1. JetPatch pulls the information about each asset from the Tenable.sc instance
2. Per each asset, JetPatch collects data about the plugins and their relevant advisories
3. Per plugin, JetPatch collects an extended information about that plugin
4. All plugin data is then stored on JetPatch database
5. JetPatch correlates the plugin data with existing internal data structures
6. JetPatch is now able to execute remediation according to all of the above correlated data
7. JetPatch dynamically updates the ‘delta’ per instance on a daily basis

This view shows Tenable.sc scanned endpoints within the JetPatch user interface.

MORE INFORMATION
There is an option to schedule evaluation time on JetPatch ‘Sandbox’. This is done via JetPatch sales and pre-sales teams.

JetPatch knowledge center: https://kc.jetpatch.com/hc/en-us
Support email: support@jetpatch.com